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1 Thing  4 letters first letter is T 

something that grows tall and has a trunk, branches and leaves or needles 

(some are real and some are artificial; we find our Christmas presents under it) 
 

Answer: 

score 

2 Thing  4 letters first letter is L 

words that you write down on paper to help you remember things when shopping; 

Father Christmas makes one to remind him of the ‘naughty or nice’ things that children 

do before Christmas 

Answer:  

 

3 Thing  4 letters first letter is S 

a bright light in the sky at night; a special one showed people where to find baby Jesus 

Answer: 

 

4 Noun  8 letters first letter is S 

a person who stays with and looks after sheep              

Answer: 

 

5 Noun  6  letters first letter is C 

something made of wax and a wick that gives off light; we light one at home and in 

church at Christmas time      

Answer: 

 

6 Noun  5 letters first letter is C 

a religious song usually sang at Christmas by a group of singers 

Answer: 

 

7 Noun  5 letters first letter is A 

a special messenger sent by God to Mary (the mother of baby Jesus) 

Answer: 

 

8 Noun  6 letters first letter is T 

white meat we eat at dinner time on Christmas day and other special occasions    

Answer: 

 

9 Noun  8 letters first letter is R 

an animal that pulls the sleigh for Santa Claus on Christmas Eve (Rudolph is the 

famous of them all)  

Answer: 

 

10 Verb  8 letters first letter is D 

to add items to a Christmas tree; to hang ornaments from the ceiling or windows    

Answer: 

 

11 Noun  7 letters first letter is C 

vent by which smoke escapes from the fireplace in a room (it allows Santa Claus to 

visit homes on Christmas Eve) 
 

Answer: 

 

12 Adjective  4 letters first letter is W 

clever; full of learning and knowledge  

(this word describes the three men who visited Mary, Joseph and baby Jesus) 

 

Answer: 
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